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Taunted and tormented by children while growing up, Matt's life was irrevocably altered after he was

blinded by radioactive materials while saving the life of an old man. The payoff? An unbreakable will

and a keen intelligence, helping focus the super-senses he was blessed with during the accident.
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I highly suggest that you pick this TPB up if want to get into Daredevil comics in one sitting.

Daredevil: TMWF does to Daredevil what Batman: Year One did to Batman; it gave the character an

excellent origin story and introduced some of the big players from the Hell's Kitchen World.As a

person who is very committed to buying the good origin stories and major events of the heroes I

like, I picked this up specifically because I find it so easy to follow and understand. The plot is

fast-paced and never really drones on and the art is brilliant.

This is the Last Daredevil Frank Miller had part in that I got around to buying yet once I got It, it was

freaking shocking;I mean, it was so good I was shocked this wasn't my first purchase. get this

before the omnibus or Born Again....and it is top shelf, flying above other comics

If you like Daredevil, Miller's The Man Without Fear is a must read. It's one of those stories that

draws you in and forces you to pay attention to it. It's not a story you can read absentmindedly or

anything like that. It's level of detail is far too meticulous and wonderfully entertaining to allow

that.The only thing I need to mention is this: if you've never read any of Miller's previous DD work,



then this title may not have its full dramatic and aesthetic effect. I'd definitely recommend reading

where Miller picks up the DD as an artist to eventual writer in the middle of the franchise (these

stories are collected in TPBs). It seems backwards, I know. But it is to me the best reading order for

one of Miller's most enrapturing and beautiful writing tenures.

First I wanna say Frank Miller is a fantastic writer he really captures the Character of Daredevil if

you want a good origin story on how Matthew Murdock became The Man Without Fear start here

the Netflix TV Series took a lot from this story book so it's a good read if your not familiar with

Daredevil.

This one is a no brainer. A must have for (not only Daredevil fans) but all comic fans! Basically its

Daredevil before he was Daredevil. Frank Miller at his finest. Get the hard cover version though.

Trust me! But this is still a good one. Especially if you have never read it before.

I almost feel ashamed for how late I was to learn about Daredevil, having only recently learned

about this amazingly written vigilante from the Netflix TV series I immediately felt compelled to learn

more about him and his origin, and what better place to start than Frank Miller's The Man Without

Fear? Miller's fantastic writing coupled with Romita JR's art that is a feast for the eyes makes for a

compelling read from beginning to end. A MUST BUY for any fans of Matt Murdoch and his exploits

as Daredevil.

Terrific story and great art - I use it in a comic book/philosophy course I teach

Great writing but a short read. I wanted more as soon as I got to the end. Classic Miller style and

writing. I would recommend this purchase to any Marvel/Daredevil fan.
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